THE NH TRAINING INSTITUTE
ON ADDICTIVE DISORDERS

Presents:

PEER TO PEER RECOVERY

with Cheryle Pacapelli

1 HOUR WEBINAR TRAINING

PRESENTATION: This webinar will offer an overview of resiliency & recovery-oriented system of care (RROSC). More specifically, this webinar will then define and explore aspects of peer to peer recovery support services as well as discuss how peer to peer recovery supports are and may be delivered. Other recovery topics such as types of recovery community and support centers, open all recovery meetings and telephone recovery supports will also be discussed. By the end of this webinar in additional to being able to define and describe RROSC, participants will be able to define and describe the benefits of telephone support techniques for supporting early recovery as well as in sustaining long-term recovery. And lastly, we will describe the recovery coaching model and describe recovery coaching academy/training.

PRESENTER: Cheryle Pacapelli is a woman in long-term recovery from alcohol and other drugs for 25+ years, she joins HOPE for New Hampshire Recovery as the Executive Director in September 2014. She comes to HOPE from Connecticut where she worked as a Program Manager for Recovery Housing, Director of Operations, and the Director of Recovery Services at CT Community for Addiction Recovery (CCAR) from 2004-2012. During her time at CCAR she managed three Recovery Community Centers, Telephone Recovery Support Program, Recovery Housing Program, Volunteer Services, Recovery Coach Training, Recovery Training Series, and Recovery Walks. She is the co-owner of Stepping Stone House, a transitional living home for men in recovery seeking to transition from treatment and jail back into mainstream society. Cheryle has been providing and implementing recovery support services for over 10 years and brings her knowledge and experience to HOPE. Cheryle has a passion for helping others to maintain and sustain their recovery.

Fee: NHADACA Members: Free Non-Members $15; 1 NBCC hour included

For registration information contact NHADACA at 603-225-7060, traininginstitute@nhadaca.org

1 Contact Hour Available
Certified Prevention Specialist Category: Not applied for
CRSW/LADC/MLADC Categories of Competence: 13 & 14
NBCC: LICSW/L-MFT/LCMHC (Category 1) & Psychologist Category A
(NH Alcohol & Drug Abuse Counselors Association has been approved by NBCC as an Approved Continuing Education Provider. ACEP No 6754. Programs that do not qualify for NBCC credit are clearly identified. NHADACA is solely responsible for all aspects of the program.)

Schedule
1 Hour on Demand